Netsso.Com for Remote Working

In this document we would like to describe how Netsso.com, made in Ireland by HST Netsso Ltd, can
provide valuable tools and services to remote workers, freelancers, and SMEs concerned about doing
their business in the Cloud.
We make an integrated suite of products/services, each of which is very competitive on its own, in its
own market sector, and all of which share synergistic beneﬁts of their integration. They include
Bookmarking, Password Management, Secure (encrypted) Online File Management (via your Dropbox,
OneDrive, etc.) and Group Collaboration including chat-based messaging. User privacy, whether for
individual or corporate users, is our highest priority and it is delivered essentially by enabling the user to
encrypt all data at all times, by his own option, simply and strongly.
Netsso was always envisaged as a web-based single sign on method of doing all your internet business
with high productivity and security. And it is particularly suitable for the "remote working" environment,
and in fact is a 100% remote working company itself, though based in Co. Donegal. The current surge of
home-working is a potentially good opportunity for Netsso to demonstrate its advantages. So, what are
these?
• Prompted by the coronavirus crisis in the short term and the needs of climate change in the longer
term billions of documents will now move into cloud storage, reinforcing a well established trend. The
number one concern about cloud storage is security. Netsso has an elegant solution: Load your
document to e.g. Dropbox (or Google Drive or One Drive) via your Netsso "MyDropbox" page and click the
checkbox if you want the ﬁle encrypted, strongly. Only you can ever access the decryption key (although
you never need to). You can download the ﬁle to any computer or Android, where it decrypts
transparently; or you can share it to any other Netsso member, still in encrypted mode, and it will
decrypt for him and the link will be stored in his Netsso encrypted by a new password that only he can
access. So, you have a secure ﬁle transfer system that operates from clicks. (It’s actually faster than
working directly with Dropbox).
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Files can be loaded/ unloaded from/to any computer and shared to any member, encrypted or not.

• Using Netsso’s Bookmarking facility, you can make a link to any web place/site/object with its own url.
That includes a link to each of your ﬁles stored online: Like other links, they can be organised,
categorised, grouped, encrypted, shared, dragged, dropped, etc. in Netsso. This means the ﬁles in the
Dropbox can be shared and managed from their associated links in your Netsso, without the need to
launch Dropbox ﬁrst. Further, you can do the same in some other online storages - e.g. OneDrive,
Google Drive- and in Netsso's own NetssoDrive. You take links to ﬁles in all those places, and manage
them from the same Netsso desktops (pages) as links from Dropbox. That is, you organise all your ﬁles
in all your storages, together, via their links in your Netsso. Each link can have a 400 character
Description, denoting its relevance to you, keywords, other content, etc., and Netsso will search all
these links, with Descriptions, at the same time... that is, in eﬀect, search for all your online ﬁles at the
same time. (This means you can store ﬁles on diﬀerent online storages, without eﬀecting productivity or
convenience!)
• Also, all links can be encrypted, but you can still search them while they are encrypted. (Netsso oﬀers
“searchable encryption”, where each user can quickly search all his encrypted ﬁles (links) held on the
Netsso server- but, of course, only his, not ﬁles or data owned by other members). The search can include
any key words in up to 400 character Descriptions of each link (ﬁle) where the user may record the ﬁle's
relevance, importance, tags, etc
• Netsso also oﬀers its own online Notes, html/rich text documents which the user creates, and which can
contain images, links, even a video and audio, and management of these notes like any other link. Encrypt
them, search them (full search), share them, etc. Importantly, the Notes can be used as "discussion
documents", where corresponding users can insert their comments anywhere in the Note where they
place a cursor, on an iterative basis (until decisions are reached on the topic to be decided, etc.) These
play a very important role in Netsso's next integrated service, Collaboration Groups.
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• Imagine bringing together 4-6 Netsso members, each with his own Netsso, maybe thousands of his
own links to web resources, including shareable knowledge links and giving them all a task or series of
responsibilities to be undertaken on a "team" basis. This is a Netsso "group". It corresponds to and
looks similar to Slack or Microsoft Teams and, indeed, has its own "chat-based messaging", encrypted
end-to-end in each group, (any number of chats for any selections of users). Any member of Netsso
can set up his own private group(s) in seconds and select and invite his "team". Then they can share
links to anywhere on the web, build collections relevant to the group purpose, review ﬁles contributed
by any member, create a Dropbox or NetssoDrive for the group itself, chat, where chat is useful
(normally for fast moving short discussions), or in "discussion notes" (for asynchronous iterative longer
discussions), and all of this in (searchable) encrypted mode, shielded from any person, including Netsso
Admin, outside the group invite list.
In summary, Netsso provides to the remote worker or enterprise, the following tools to enable the
secure and productive Remote Working experience:
• Thousands of private links to users’ web-based resources, including ﬁles stored online in
Dropbox/OneDrive/GoogleDrive/Netsso Drive. All this knowledge and contact/other data is always
available to the Netsso user on any computer or device, even fully encrypted if he wishes.
• The ability to strongly encrypt ﬁles and other data, in storage and in transit. End-to-end encryption
under the owner’s exclusive control. Strong, easy to operate, and searchable encryption helps to
resolve the Number One impediment to remote working systems: Security.

• The ability to search and manage/distribute encrypted ﬁles and other data from the Netsso interface,
simply and securely. Files, mostly residing on major online storages, can be managed from high-speed
links in Netsso and the links can be posted to remote correspondents in seconds (with automatic
decryption for both the link and the associated ﬁle, if recipients are Netsso members)
• The use of Netsso Notes for editing and discussing documents in “rich text” (i.e. including images,
tables, videos, etc)
• The ability to speedily set up group collaborations as needed, to share documents and knowledge and
discuss and make decisions in private.
• Netsso is now adding Video Conferencing, available inside the Collaboration Groups, with “instant”
connection-making between group members.
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